
S T E R I - C E N T E R



n Durability to stand up to the demands of a central 
 instrument processing area.

n Modularity and design support to create a system that  
 fits your office concept.

n Flexibility in storage design that be reconfigured as           
 office needs evolve. 

n Appealing look that you and your staff will be 
 proud to show your patients.

W H A T  D O  Y O U  W A N T  I N  A  S T E R I - C E N T E R ?

At Midmark, we provide quality healthcare products that  

offer innovative solutions. Whatever your needs, Midmark 

offers a steri-center that not only improves instrument 

processing flow, but our steel frame construction  

and polymer-covered panels ensure that it will maintain  

its durability and enhance the look of your office for years  

to come.



E f f I C I E N T

The Midmark Steri-Center:  
efficient instrument processing.

Dental professionals require a system that combines 

sterilization process flow with efficiency and aesthetics. Our 

casework not only looks great, but allows you to efficiently 

and intuitively work through the entire process of cleaning, 

sterilizing and storing instruments. Work in a single 

direction; cleaning, preparing, packaging, sterilizing and 

storing your instruments…eliminating backtracking, which 

can increase the risk of cross-contamination. You and your 

patients can feel confident knowing every instrument  

has been thoroughly cleaned and safely stored.

And, Midmark’s Steri-Center incorporates our modular 

casework with a full line of quality sterilizers and  

ultrasonic cleaners to give the integrated look you  

want for your instrument processing center.

Seamless Panels
Seamless, polymer-covered 
panels provide a durable surface 
that resists spilled fluids and 
chemicals and can be cleaned 
with no surface degradation.

Steel Frame Construction
Steel frame construction delivers 
long life and consistent door and 
drawer performance along with a 
flexible shell design to allow for 
changing configurations.

Adjustable Ball Bearing Glides
Self-cleaning ball bearing glides 
allow the drawers to slide in and 
out smoothly every time.

Steel Hinge
Hidden, German-engineered 
110 degree hinges give a distinct, 
clean look to the casework.



Seamless Polystyrene Drawers
Rounded corners and  
one-piece construction allow 
drawers to contain spills and are 
easy to clean.

12' Steri-Center

The Midmark 12' Steri-Center offers the optimum in process flow, 
efficiency and storage. With its single direction instrument flow, there is 
no crossover storage, thereby further reducing the risk of contaminating 
sterile instruments. Sterile storage is achieved with the windowed cabinet. 
(Shown with Hayward Cherry polymer-covered panels and Corian® 
Sandstone countertops.)



Designed to meet your office needs.

One size does not fit all. Midmark Steri-Centers build upon  

our modular casework design to deliver configurations that  

meet your office requirements. By utilizing your available space 

and understanding your instrument processing needs, we will 

design a steri-center that provides the sterilization and storage 

your practice demands.

Durability to withstand the environment.

Common wood casework breaks down under sterilization 

process use because it wasn’t designed for that purpose. 

However, the Midmark Steri-Center is specifically designed for 

dental environments. The electrostatic, powder coat, baked-on 

paint seals the steel frame with a tough, scratch-resistant finish. 

Self-cleaning, ball bearing glides allow the drawers to slide in and 

out smoothly - every time. This superior durability has made 

Midmark casework the product of choice for many dental offices. 

Modularity and storage flexibility.

Like all Midmark modular casework, our steri-centers can  

be reconfigured with ease - one tool does it all. Your choice  

of configurations allows you to change and rearrange your 

casework system to fit your evolving needs, so you don't 

have to change your activity to fit your steri-center.

Coordinated look that lasts.

With the choice of six woodgrains or pebble grey polymer-

covered panels, the Midmark Steri-Center coordinates with 

our casework line. Our casework designers can help you 

extend the same look to other areas of your office.

8' Steri-Center

The Midmark 8' Steri-Center 
provides a space-saving design. 
Sterile storage is contained 
in clear windowed overheads 
to maintain safe, efficient 
instrument flow while using 
minimal space. (Shown with 
Pebble Grey polymer-covered 
panels, Navy inserts and Navy 
Legacy laminate countertop.)

10' Steri-Center

The Midmark 10' Steri-Center 
expands the instrument 
preparation and packaging 
area to include a wrapping 
shelf and 2" drawer for 
CSR wrap storage, while 
providing additional storage 
for pouches, indicators and 
other instrument preparation 
supplies. (Shown with Natural 
Maple polymer-covered panels 
and Corian® Shale countertop.)



M11, M9, M7 and M3 Sterilizers

Specifications

Steri-Center

Features: Quality ball bearing glides

Powder coat paint finish

Base paint color is Pebble Grey

One piece molded polystyrene drawers

18 and 20 gauge cold rolled steel shell

Clear, snap-on drawer pulls (Pebble Grey panels only)

For more detailed specifications, refer to the  
Midmark Modular Casework Catalog.

Options: Door locks

Central drawer locks

Drawer divider set

Pull-out trash container

Task lights

Sloping tops

Corian® solid surface countertop

Warranty: 5-year limited

Installation: General cabinet installation is required and can be organized through your 
local Midmark dealer for a fee.

If sinks and faucets are required, the plumbing hookup will need to be 
conducted through a contractor or plumber, which is not included in the 
general installation.

Panel Colors: Midmark Casework is available in seven colors - six woodgrain selections 
including Tidewood, San Pedro, Natural Maple, Natural Oak, Hayward 
Cherry, Mahogany; and neutral Pebble Grey.  
The woodgrain panel colors utilize the same handle design as the  
Midmark Operatory Casework line.

The traditional Pebble Grey Midmark Steri-Center features snap-on color 
drawer and door pulls on a polymer-covered Pebble Grey panel.

Base paint color and kick plate are Pebble Grey.

Countertop Colors: The Midmark Sterilization Casework Countertops are available in any of the 
standard colors listed in the Casework Color Selection Guide.

Insert Colors:   For a full listing of drawer/door insert color options, please refer to the 
Casework Color Selection Guide. (Available only with Pebble Grey 
polymer-covered panels.)

Midmark is an ISO 9001 Certified Company.
For more information or a demonstration, contact your Midmark 
dealer or Call: 1-800-MIDMARK  Fax: 1-877-725-6495   
Outside the U.S.A. Call: 1-937-526-3662  Fax: 1-937-526-8214 
or visit our website at midmark.com
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Panel Selections

Tidewood, San Pedro, Natural Maple,  
Natural Oak, Hayward Cherry, 
Mahogany and Pebble Grey

M550, M250 and M150 Soniclean® Ultrasonic Cleaners
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